Notice:
- SecurityMan shall not be responsible for any consequences of illegal conducts by users. It is recommended to consult with
user's lawyer for any applicable local laws before use.
- When budget is limited for real cameras, a recommendation (although not a legal advice) is to combine dummy cameras
with real cameras. Integrating with real cameras, while being strategic, allows adequate surveillance coverage the notion
of cameras all over the premise.
Warranty:
SecurityMan warrants that this product will be free from defects in materials and workmanship for one year or otherwise
specified on the product packaging. This limited warranty shall commence from the date of purchase. SecurityMan
Products warranty is not transferable and is limited to the original purchaser. If the product is found to be defective then, as
your sole remedy and as the manufacturer's only obligation, SecurityMan will repair or replace the product. This warranty
shall not apply to products that have been subjected to abuse, misuse, abnormal electrical or environmental conditions,
normal wear and tear or any condition other than what can be considered normal use.
Copyright Notice:
This manual is furnished under license and may be used or copied only in accordance with the terms of such license. Except
as permitted by such license, no part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted, in
any form or any means, electronic, mechanical, recording, or otherwise, including translation to another language or
format, without the prior written permission of SecurityMan. The content of this manual is furnished for informational use
only, is subject to change without notice, and should not be construed as a commitment by SecurityMan. SecurityMan
assumes no responsibility or liability for any errors or inaccuracies that may appear in this book. All other product names,
trademarks and registered trademarks in this document are the proper-ties of their respective holders.
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